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The words of Bonaventura reminded most of us
in the congregation of St. Edward's Church this
week that the transfer of Father William Field as
pastor is going to leave a feeling of emptiness and a
sadness in our lives and our hearts that is going to
take a long time to forget, if we ever do.
This dedicated and energetic young man, in his
early thirties, is one,of those rare individuals of today who combines intellectual honesty with the
most mundane practicalities of every day living,and
yet is able to maintain his sense of humor.

His zeal to promulgate the areas of change are
aided and abetted, fortunately or unfortunately,
with the enthusiasm °big youth. Those of us who
share with this dynamic young man the magnitucle
of his tasks have agreed and disagreed with him in
efforts to fulfill his mission and his dedications.
But none of us would be quite honest if, in the
inner sanctum of our hearts we did not admit that
we admire him, respect him and love him for his
Christian courage.
Father Field is an activist. He has not confined
his ministerial duties to the pulpit alone. He has expanded the horizons of the Christian concept by
working among the poor, the minority groups who
cry for a voice of understanding, the Protestant
groups who have achieved a greater Understanding
of Catholic doctrine because this young cleric lived
and worked with them side by side in our common
purpose.
Since the announcement was made at the Sunday service Nat the local church, people from all
walks of life have expressed their sadness at his
transfer. Many people outside of his congregation
called him Father Bill, or just plain Bill. Such a
salutation is father unprecedented in the annals
of Father Field's faith, but we came to understand the nomenclature as a mark of affection for a
man ,who knows no race, creed or colorin hiss dedication to spread the word of Christianity to all who
long to know the words of the One God.
Here in Fulton we feel an almost insatiable regret at Father Field's transfer. Ever since we came
here, about 22 years ago,(and long before), the local
church has been considered a "mission," a kind of
branch, or field service activity for the permanent
pastorate of Sacred Heart Church in HickMan. This
is understandable, since the preponderance of the
Catholic population of the area was concentrated in
Hickman. But not any more!
For Father Field also has a strong sense of perception, in addition to a lot of other outstanding attributes. He saw the emergence of industry in the
Fulton area,(Union City, Martin, Clinton, Bardwell,
etc.) as a forerunner of growth of the Catholic
population around us, so with a strong will and a lot
of prayers Father Field put the wheels in motion to
enlarge the small edifice here. An enlargement program was put into effect last Fall and today, within
a few short weeks, the once rather non-descript
Gothic structure will be a handsome, graceful, modern, expansive and sacred House of God that will
bring worshipers from all denominations to enjoy
the quietude of prayer in the beautiful edifice.

Glenn Puckett, left, manager of the Fulton Siegel plant was on hand
Wednesday to extend a cordial welcome to Frank Woolf, right, new manager of the South Fulton Siegel plant. Lloyd Anderson, a high ranking
official of the company, who joined in making the announcement, looks
on!

Innkeeper At Fulton Holiday Views
Facility As Growing Industry
There's a new Innkeeper at Holiday Inn in Fulton who knows all
the "ins" of restful accomodations
and "keeps" his guests happy with
all kinds of extra niceties to influence them to come back again and
again.
L. A. (Jack) LaVine, (pronounced exactly like it's spelled) has assumed his managerial duties at the
beautiful, new motel and indicated
that plans for the new year include
a program of wide interest to local
patrons as well as to the travelling
'public.
Mr. LaVine, connoiseur of good
food and the ability to prepare it,
comes to Fulton from the Carriage
Inn of Altamont, Illinois. For many
years he was associated with DixieCream Bakeries, an association
that will introduce many unusual
pastry items, to the restaurant's
menu. Of German and French descent and a resident of Wisconsin
for many years the genial Innkeeper plans to feature delicious,
low cost menus to the dining-room
fare.
Mr. LaVine is no stranger to the
West Kentucky and Tennessee
area. Ilq is married to the former
Dorothy Simpson of Cayce and has
visited here several times a year
(Continued Or rage big'-')

As an individual, quite old enough to be Father
Field's mother, I have sat hours on end with him
(Cqntinued On Page Eight)

As a coincidence to his extra-curricular interest, M -. Woolf is an expert in his field also. He has been
in the clothing manufacture business
since he graduated from Mississippi
State College and far the past six
years has been manager of a
Corinth firm whose principal product was the manufacture of pants
and other sports outerwear.
In Fulton on Wednesday to make
the announcement of Mr. Woolf's
assignment to the South Fulton

Firearm Sales
Must Meet New
Federal Laws

plant were Cline Thofilton, vicepresident in charge of operations
for the Siegel, plants, and Lloyd Anderson, another high-ranking of
ficial ot the company.
In the South Fulton plant approximately 350 are employed producing men's and boys pants for
Starting December 16, applicathe "H. I. S." lobel. The plant
operation includes a cutting room, tions for Federal licenses to sell
sewing room, Pressing depart ent firearms and ammunition must
and an oven department for qttring meet the requirements set forth
in the Gun Control Act of 1968, the
'
Internal Revenue Service said today. •
Holders of current firearm licenses will not be affected by the
new licensing requirements .until
the license comes up for renewal
but they must observe the new controls on the sale and transfer of
The first university level course which has established transmitters firearms and ammunition.
to be offered on the Kentucky Edu- in, twelve locations - Morehead, The IRS said the annual license
cational Television Network will be Ashland, Richmond, Somerset, Haz- fee to sell firearms and ammunition
iteviile OvMiten, -Covingtottijils. beerrraised-from $1.00 to.$10.00.
"Linguistics: Grainmar_anit_Crim,
tsitibn" by Dr. Lewis4W.• Barnes, Eliiabethtown, Bowling Green,'Pawnbrokers. dealing in firearms
professor of English at Morehead Madisonville ,and Murray. As a 're- must obtain a $25.00 license under
atilt, programs Will reach every the new law.
State University.
Dealers in shotgun and .22 caliber
The entire state of Kentucky may school and home in Kentucky with
ammunition, previously not requirsee the program three days a week UMF receiving facilities,
beginning on Monday, January 20. • Dr. Barnes; who. has been at ed to obtain a Federal license, must
Lasting for 15 weeks on Mondays' Morehead since 1963, has built the be licensed under the new law.
Wednesdays and Thursdays from linguistics area at • Morehead State However, by filing a license appli7:30 p. m. to 8:00 p. m., the course University into one of the strongest cation on time, a dealer not prey.
have a license
will consist of 45 presentations.
in this section of the United States iously required to
Structural, transformational, and and has become widely known for may continue to sell ammunition
tagmemic grammar and composi- his extension and televisionslasses. pensling action on his application.
tion vial be included in the pro- He holds seven-degrees, including The fee is $10.00 and permits a
gram. Me?mplete syllabus of the the LLD from John Marshall La; dealer to sell both firearms and
presentations will e available to School, the Ph.D. from the Univer- ammunition.
license under thestudents who desire to enroll.
sity of Ottawa, and -the D. Lit. from- To qualify for a
Educational ,Tele- London University, This month, the- new law,'a person piust be21 years
The Kentucky
.
vision e wo is operated under Ph.D. in psychology of learning will of age, have a place of business in
the auspices of the Kentucky Au- be bestowed upon Dr. Barnes 'by the U. S. and not be a 'convicted
felon. Deta11f. on these .and other
thority for Educational Television London University:licensing requirements may be obThree semester bours of credit tained by contacting local offices of
will be offered at both the graduate the IRS Alcohol and Tobacco Tax
and undergraduate levels. Under. Division.
graduate students-must have at • The new Federal Gun Law was
least 60 semester hours of college enacted-to help state and local law.
credit to enroll. Tuition is $30 for enfotscement agencies fight crime by
undergraduates and $36 for gradu- placing controls on the interstate
ate students. Registration for the and over-the-counter sales of. firearms and ammunition.
Photo On Page Eight

Educational TV Offers Course
At University Level In January

Jack LaVine

According to Clark the three day
conclave will begin Friday, January 17, 1969 and continue through
Sunday, January 19. It will be held
at the South Fulton High School on
West Smith Street. Advance requests
for overnight accommodations indicate that over 1,200 minister-delegates will attend.
"Because commercial facilities
in the Fulton area will be filled -to
overflowing, many delegatAs will be
placed in guest rooms ifi" private
homes," Clafic commented. "To obtain the necessary rooms we understand that Witnesses in Fulton will be making a daily houseto-house searth for roolts throughout the city,- he said.
The principal speakers for the assembly will be Nicholas Kovalak,
Jr., from Jehovah's Witnesses
world headquarters in Brooklyn,
New York and K. B. Crist, Circuit
Supervisor for Jehovah's Witnesses

A Letter From Congressman Ayers
Gives Boost To Sgt. Jerry Young

There's nothing quite like a letter from home, and servicemen in
in parts of Tennessee and Kentucky. the far corners of the world know it
best.
Although both will appear several
A. C.
times on the three-day program, Sgt. Jerry A. Young, son of
Voun nf 5A5 CnIle e
the most_outstanding presentation-(Dukedom I
about
will be the public discourse by _Street is stationed in England.
Kovalak on Sunday, January 19, at 60 miles of London. He wrote his
received
3:00 p. m., on. the subject "God's father recently that he had
Christmas cards from all over thi•
Way Is Love."
state of Ohio, which certainly
, In explaining the purpose of the brightened .1,be holiday season ft):
convention Clark said, "It s purpose him. One of -the cards came from
is to help Jehovah's Witnesses feed Congressman William Ayers! Such
on spiritual food drawn .from ad- recognition from a high official
vance Bible study. This assembly gave the serviceman si real feeling
will help Jehovah's Witnesses and of appreciation for baying been reall interested persons who attend membered.
to improve their relationship to
Here is the letter:
God.
"Since there will be over 1,200 Jo-, "Having been in the service mYhovah's Witnesses in Fulton for this self and having a son who served
assembly, and since they will be in the Vietnam area, I appreciate
visiting the homes of the Fulton • your feelings at this holiday season.
residents to invite them to study "Your relatives, friends and your
the Bible, it would be good to ex- government are proud of you. In the
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued on Page Eight)
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, Sgt. Jerry Young

New Siegel Program Geared To Better Vision, More Plant Safety
The Henry.1, Siegel Company has
announced a new visual performance testing program in their plant.
ActOrding to Ray A. WIlholt, Director, Industrial Relations, this
program is intended to help employees conserve and improve their
vision and to reduce accidents in
the plant. It is a follow-Up
planned approach for Improving
work place lighting, vision effectiveness and safety for all employees.

An important part of the new different...visual skills are needed
vision program is the opportunity for the safest and best_ performance
for present employees and job ap-Id different tasks in a plant. Those employees whose vision is
plicants to have their visual performance tested with a scientific below' the standards for the safe
instrument espe,cially designed for sand easy performance of their jobs
this purpose.
aae informed so that they may obThe vision teqts do not diagnose tain visual correction from an
visual defects and in no way re- opthalmologist or optometrist and
place a professional eye examina- makelsertain that their vision is
tion-they simply measure ,the right for their work.
To help employees maintain eftwelve visual skills that are used
to some extent on nearly every job. ficient vision, the program also prok

p.

the patented press-free process.
If the Henry I Siegel Company had searched the of
The oven curing section is currentworld over for a local plant manager they could never ly working two shifts.
have -found one more compatible to the ways of life-in The South Fulton plant is one of
seven plants in, the H. I. S. Siegel
these twin cities.
Company that is' engaged in the
Frank Woo f, a native of Corinth, Mississippi who manufacture of pants; the combinassumed his thies as manager of the South Fulton ed output of all seven plants proSiegel plant this week is:,interested in Scouting (he has 'duce around 225,000 pairs of pits
per week. About one-fourth of the
two boys and a girl); a tireless church winker (he is a total
output is produced in the Fulmember of the Board of Stewards'of the Corinth Meth- ton and South Fulton plants.
odist Church):, plays golf; paints water.-colors (he has Other locations producing pants,
besides Fulton and SotWor Fulton,
done some portraits); his wife Jane has served as den are
Gleason, Dixon, Hohenwald and
mother; and is an avid sports enthusiast (he says Mis- Johnson City in Tennessee, and the
sissippi State, his Alma. Mater, "beat" Ole MA this new Siegel plant in Arizona. year althojigh the score was a tie.)

Raymond G. Clark, presiding minister for Jehovah's
Witnesses in Fulton, announced today that Fulton and
South Fulton will host the Mid-winter circuit assembly
of Jehovah's Witnesses. The assembly will carry the
theme,"Sharing Fully in Preaching the Good News".

Raymond G. Clark

If yot feel as we do that Father Field deierves
the plaudits of this community, and that he has performed his mission well, we do wish that you would
express your opinions to the venerable Bishop.

Number 1

Twin Cities To Host 1200 Delegates
Of Jehovah' Witnesses In January

To propose the rather large expeiiiditure for the
expansion of the church was an act of courage far
beyond the sphere of comprehension;,to bring it into fruitidn, while clouds of doubt for its need gathered in the background, took perseverance of heroic
proportions. .
A representative group of Father Field's congregation is prevailing upon the Bishop of the Diocese of Owensboro to rescind the goon pastor's
transfer. By long custom and practice Catholic parishioners do not dispute the official edicts of the
chuich.

lUC

Frank Woolf, New Siegel Manager,
Is "Real Asset" For Twin Cities

The best perfection of a religious man is to do
common things in a Christian manner.

Father William 0, Field is a Roman Catholic
priest. He has had the unenviable task of ministering to his flock, composed of immovable traditionalists and ecumenically-oriented individuals, at a
time when the Catholic Church is in the most historic movement of change in several centuries.
Father Field is perhaps one of the most ardent
ecumenists in the entire structure of the Diocese of
Owensboro.

PAGES

vides a system for periodic retests Titmus Optical Company oLLetersof visual performance. The retests burg, Virginia-at the--reWst of
enable employees to detect any' representatives of industrial organfchanges that occur,in their vision- zations throughout the
country. It
resulting from age or job experience-of which they have not been has had the benefit of the interest,
counsel and cooperation of leaders
aware.
The vision program now in opera- from the American Academy of
tion at Henry I. Siegel Company Optkalmology and Otolaryngology
has been widely accepted as a for- of tde ttkmerican Medical Associaward step in conserving and im- tion, the American Optometric Asproving the visual skills of indus- sociation and industrial managetrial workers. It was developed by ment.
4
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Musings From

OET'S CORNER

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

BEATITUDES FOR THE HONtE
Blessed are the husband and wife who continue to bp
affectionate, considerate, and loving after the
wedding bells have ceased ringing.
Blessed are the husband and wife who are as polite an
courteous to one another as they are to their.
friends.
Blessed are they who have a sense of humor for this attribute will be a handy shock absorber.
Blessed are the married couples who abstain from the
use of alcoholic beverages.
Blessed are they who love their mates more than any
other person in the world and who joyfully
fulfill their marriage vow of a lifetime of
fidelity and mutual helpfulness to one another.
Blessed are they Who attain parenthood for children
are a heritage of the Lord.
Blessed are they who remember to thank God for
their food before they partake of it, and who
set apart some time each day for the reading
of the Bible and for prayer.
Blessed are those mates who never speak loudly one to
another and who make their home a place
"where seldom is heard a discouraging word."
Blessed are the husband and wife who faithfully attend the worship services of the church and
who work together in the church for the advancement of Christ's Kingdom.
Blessed are the husband and wife who can work out
the problems of adjustments without interference from relatives.
Blessed is the couple who has complete understanding
about financial matters and who has worked
out a perfect partnership with all money under the control of both.
Blessed are the husband and wife who humbly dedicate their lives and their home to Christ and
who practice the teachings of Christ in the
home by being unselfish, loyal and loving.
—Gordon H.Schroeder

were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
the latter."
—THOMAS JEFFERSON

1%9 Is Year Of Individual Challenge For All Of Us;
Quit Sitting Around Watching The "Other Guy" Do It!
What does the new year of 1969
hold in store for us?
Whatever it is, we fervently hope
it is good... for you and for us, too.
But whatevl• good comes, we will
have to work fai it to make it good.
Few good things come free.

The often-heard cry for "new industry",dfor the local area, however
commendable, continues to overlook
the fact that in the Twin Cities thee
are something like 21 industries already, whose growth and assistance
are too often overlooked and unaided
and unappreciated through the year.
Why not have a REAL "industily appreciation" week this year and boost
them all? What do YOU know about
each one of them; the number of employees they have; the size of their
market area; the products they manufacture; the problems they have and
what the community can do to help
them? Few people do.

. For the Twin Cities, we foresee a
continued emerging into a healthier,
more progressive business climate, as
individual firms continue their splendid program of modernization and aggressive promotion. We have a sizeable
"face-lifting" program already in progress both downtown and throughout
the suburbs, so much so, in fact, that
The year 1969 is going to see a
former residents returning for holiday
continued increase in the flow of tourvisits say that they hardly recognize ist traffic
into
the old Fulton that they used to know. the marvelous the Twin Cities area as
new_Parkway system is
In the past year we noted a grow- opened around West Fulton, providing
ing surge of initiative on the part of in- more jobs for more businesses adjacent
dividual merchants to update and pro- thereto. We have a shortage of apartmote their own business instead of sit- ments and houses, a shortage of many
ting around anci.maiting for some kind skills in many trades, an opportunity
of bureau or federation to do it for for an increasing number of our sons
them, and this, to our notion, is another C' and daughters to stay in the area after
healthy trend. Those who are promot- they have finished their schooling and
ing their own wares, analyzong their - earn a livelihood.
otyn markets and hustling for themThe year -1969 may see a man land
selves are forging ahead;those who are on the moon, but it should not take our
sitting around waiting for the 'bureau" efforts and thinking away from buildto do it, or the "State" to do it, or the ing better places in life for ourselves.
"Government" do It are sliding back- As we make our business better, our
wards into oblivi xi. This is not to dis- farm better and our own livelihood
count the importance of a Retail more secure we are bettering our comMerchants organization, or of a Cham- munity ... and thereby our county .
ber of Commerce to a community, but and thereby our State. .. and thereby
to point out that these are auxiliary or- our nation. How else can the process be
ganizations to implement individual ef- really accomplished unless we first
beforts, not replace them.
gin with ourselves??

American People Are Hard Pressed To
Preserve The Freedom Of Constitution
4SEPTEMBER 17, 180 years foreign and domestic, the conduct of
ago, the Founding Fathers ended the foreign affairs, establishment of a
long, hot summer of hard work in Phil- monttary system and standards of
adelphia by signing one of the greatest weights and measurements.
'documents ever produced — the ConUnder this limited government our
3titution of the United States.
country achieved great material s cFor the first time in the history of cess. Each citizen enjoyed compldte
the world the people had established a liberty to order his own life and direct
government and assigned to it certain his own affairs as he saw fit, as long
powers. Previous governments had as he did not interfere with the rights
granted certain privileges to the peo- of others.
ple, but this time the process was reLittle by little government has
versed. The people declared that complete sovereignty and freedom and de- gained additional authority so that
cided to confer only strictly limited now the pepple are at bay, hard presspowers and functions to the govern- ed to knol how to preserve the freement which the Constitution establish- dom'they, still enjoy. Some political
figures apparently have discovered
ed.
that they can buy votes by the use or
The people Considered their right misuse of public money. The desire to
to life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness live by the efforts of others has become
and the right to own prtperty as in- so prevalent as to threaten the solalienable and as coming from God. vency of the nation.
From this vantage point they agreed
We need to take a 'long, harllook
to give certain powers to government.
Government was to do only those to see how far we have deviated from
things which they believed could be the ideals of the Founding Fathers
done better collectively than individu- with respect to strictly limited governally. The principal powers given to ment. A free people are free to change
government were defense, restraint their government if they chose to do
and punishment of predation, both SO.
Not so much by choice, but cerA member of the Kentucky Press Association
tainly by consent, the American people
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
have permitted the expansion of the
power and function of government to
Successor of eiiious weekly papers In Fulton the
the point where they have endangered
first of which was founded in 1850.
their own freedom and threaten to end
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
the most hopeful and successful exCommercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
periment in free government in the enVoted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"' tire history of the world.
weekly Papers.
We need to think hard before we
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of adproceed down the road toward further
dress. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton,
centralization, of power in Washington
Kentiicky, 42041.
which will inel,itably end in totalitarSubscription Rates: $2.00 per year In Fulton, ianism. TWobligat
ion weighs heavy
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Mien and
upon us to iecover the ideals and pracWeakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the tices of the men who
brought forth this
United States $4.00 per
nation.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales Tex.
—Action In Kentucky
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Madge, the disorganized, grumpywoman wha runs a slightly mad
household crowded with dogs and
FULTON'S
daughters; Gertrude, the elder daughter, a beauty, determined to
marry well—even if it means hiding
1_52ME7
her own family; and Katie, the
younger daughter, completely unBy Brenda Rowlett
predictable and unafraid—out to
experience the best and worst of
Now that the holiday season is plunged into the grueling arena of life.
over, there is nothing better than to big league professional football
settle down in a cozy chair with a Only a relative handful, however,
MY NUMBER TWO WIFE, by
good -book to read. We have some have been blessed with enough
new ones at the Fulton Public Li- skill and daring to win election to Justus B. Rice. Some years ago a
brary that you won't want to miss. Pro Football's Hall of Fame in young American doctor and his new
bride arrived on the coast of West
Canton, Ohio.
Africa. Employed to administer to
HORSE OF A DIFFERENT
the
white workers of an American
COLOR, by Ralph Moody. With the
EXPLORERS OF - THE MISSISbacking of Bones Kennedy, the SIPPI, by Timothy Severin. This is oil company, he was accepted alstern hut sympathetic bank man- the first popular history of the men most immediately by the natives for
ager of Cedar Bluffs, Ralph Moody who, by chance and design, dis- the medical "miracles" he worked
started out trading and shipping covered, explored, and exploited the among them.
mortgaged cattle and hogs. He ex- Mississippi River. From conquistapanded into livestock feeding, team- dors to nineteenth-century. gentleMRS. PARKINSON'S LAW, by C.
ing with Bob Wilson, whose flair men-explorers, it describes the ad- Northcote Parkinson. Housewives
for judging cattle was surpassed ventures and disasters of some (and prospective housewives )of
only by his talent for losing money. familiar but often misunderstood America, you cannot afford to be
A March blizzard, followed by a figures in American history as well without this book, Knowledge is
June flood, nearly wiped them out as the chicanery of some other power, and the knowledge imparted
and a threat of bankruptcy hung in men, who used the Mississippi for here will give you power not only
the air.
over husband and children, but also
their own purposes.
over friends, neighbors, inanimate
PRO FOOTBALL'S ALL-TIME
LOVE AMONG THE DAUGH- objects and a malignant fate. And
GREATS, by George Sullivan. Ever TERS, by Elspeth Huxley. Here is by the way, men, better take a
since the first pro football game the story of Elspeth Huxley's stay look at yourself, if only in self-dewas played, thousands of men have with her Engksh cousins; Aunt fense.

Conneff

FROM THE FILES

Turning Back The Clock—

71eP‘et4044
"ALL WORK AND NO PLAY"
In our copybooks we sometimes
had some maxims that we wrote
again and again and thus absorbed.
"'I will try' has done wonders"
was one of them. "If at first you
don't succeed, try again" was another. And one that seemed pretty
unwise wisdom to some of the
elders was, "All work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy." You see,
work was supposed to be holy; play
was questionable at best and very
wicked at worst.

The newly elected Junior 4-H Club officers at
South Fulton are Kay Adkins, president; Linda Sue
Palmer, vice president;inyce Bizzell, secretary; Gordon
Wade, sergeant-at-arms; Nancy Peeples, reporter; Jerry
Coats and James Clark, song leaders. 4,
Vyron W. Mitchell, formerly of Paris Tenn., has
been named general manager of the Fulton Daily Leader, W.P. Williams, publisher of the paper, announced
recently. Mr. Mitchell has been advertising manager
and mechanical superintendent of the Post-Intelligence
in Paris. He is a son-in-law of the publisher.
Mrs. Morgan Omar and Miss Martha Moore were
gracious hostesses to a lovely dessert bridge Saturday
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the home of Miss Moore on
Maiden Street.
First two-way radio telephone communication system to be installed in loe-al taxi-cabs was announced today by Jim Etheridge, owner of the Jiffy Cab Company,
stationed at the Bus Station.
• Clyde Cortirn of Crutchfield has been nottfied by
County Agent John B. Watts that his entry in the recent

NE
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But count on youth to find a way
out. If life had to be largely a matter of work, why not make it a sort
of play? Working alone in the field
or around the farms generally could
be pretty boring, but, if some companionship could be added, then
everybody had a good time.

rift
the
Job
Ant
Rev
visa
the

It may be wicked in me, but I
never liked farm animals. I never,
never neglected them; but it took
some private talks with myself to
see that every animal got fed and
watered or otherwise taken care of.
Down the road a piece was Sulphur
Springs, where we took our horses
and mules to water. Lots of other
boys had the same chore, and this
we had some incentive to provide
for the needs of 'our animals. We
might even have some bareback
horse or mule races, safely away
from parental eyes. And there was
always the chance to learn some
new practical joke or some smartalec saying that we could pull on
the less fortunate ones who had not
been sent to water the stock.

Ten.
a CV

Being very weak as a boy, I
never succeeded in achieving any
local fame as a strong man or high
jumper or fast swimmer. But I
could be water boy, I could hold
tobacco sticks for the he-men who,
cut thcialzbacco, and I could hold
sacks for Dili\wheat as it came
(Continued on Page Seven)

THE COMPLETE
ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF
HOMEMAKING
IDEAS, by Barbara Taylor Bradford. This is not just another home
decorating pieture book. It is exactly what its title says it is—an
encyclopedia of ideas for every
kind of homemaker. If offers hundreds of bright and unusual deco,
rating ideas and notions, but practical assistance as well.
NATIONAL
HOLIDAYS
AROUND THE WORLD, by Lavinia
Dobler. Miss Dobler has divided the
book into twelve months of the
year and each nation is placed in
the order of the date of its national
holiday. She describes each country's antlm and its flag, detailing
what the Tolors or symbols in the
nag stand for. In many instances
the historical struggle for independence, as well as the dates and
the important leaders are given.
I HAVE A DREAM, The story of
Martin Luther King. He was a
Nobel Peace Prize winner whose
life was notably lacking in peace.
As an emtattled young minister he
once owned a gun but got rid of it
because to him possessing the weapon symbolized not defense but only
his own spiritual death. The terrible
paradox of his life was summed up
in his death: his search for a nonviolent solution to racial problems.

corn derby had placed first in Fulton County, with
an
official record of 4,29 bushels to the Sere.
Congfatulations are in order at the H. C. Woodruff
home as an 8-pound and 6-ounce girl arrived. She
has
been given the name Joanana.

.11•111.,

January 7, 1949
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Mr. J. H.Cavender was elected president of the I. C.
Service club at their monthlymeeting on December
31,
1948 for the year 1949. G. A. Thomas was elected vicepresident, Mrs. B. Huff was elected hostess and
Alice
Clark Coleman secretary and treasurer. The entertainment committee and membership committee are yet to
be appointed by the new president.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmon Boyd were hosts to the Wednesday evening bridge club at their home on Fourth
Street. After several progressions of contract, Mrs. Don
Hill received high score prize for the ladies and Charles
Gregory for the men.
The 1948-49 basketball queen at South Fulton, Tennessee High School is Miss Lydia Nabors. Her maids are
Miss Charlene Clayton and Miss Barbara Roberts.
Funeral services for Ellus Dobson, prominent businessman and landowner of Hickman will be held at the
Vine Street Temple in Nashville, Tenn., at three o'clock
Friday afternoon with Rabbi Sylvan Schwartzman-officiating. Mr. Dobson died Wednesday evening at 7
o'clock at the Haws Hospital following a cerebal hemorrhage which occurred three hours earlier near the J. M.
Calvin home on the Fulton Highway while he and Mrs.
Dobson and their chauffeur were returning from a business trip to Clinton. He was 58.
•
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Miss Henson,
Lt.Burton
Are Engaged

Miss Rita Wilson and Mr. Tigrett
Exchange Vows On New Year's Eve
Miss Rita Wilson,"Miss Tennessee, 1961" and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Elton Wilson of Fulton,
Kentucky and John Burton Tigrett, formerly of Jackgym, Tennessee, were joined in marriage at 5:30 p. m. on
New Year's Eve in London, England. The groom is the
son of Mr. Augustus King Tigrett of Arlington, Virginia
and the late Mrs. Anita Clark of Cleveland, Mississippi.
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SCATTERED PATTER
About People and Things

Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Henson of
A thoughtful lady added something ektra to her3248 Madison St., Paducah, Ky,,'announce the engagement of their Christmas greeting when she sealed her envelope with a
daughter, Billie, to Lt. James Ed- little sticker bearing this verse:
ward Burton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Time goes so fast, life asks so much
Jack T. Burton of Fulton. ,
No wonder friends get out of touch.
Miss Henson is a graduate of Pa• The sacred vows in the doubleducah Tilghman High School and
But in our heart—deep,true, unseen;
ring ceremony were exchanged in
Mrs. Wilson chose' for her daurray State
was graduated from
the historical Parish Church of St. ghter's wedding a formal suit of
•
Friendship stays forever green.
University in 1965. She is\a member
John with St. Michael and All pure beige silk, enhanced by a
the
with
ipirit
then
connection
some
be
must
There
social
Pi
Omicron
Alpha
of
The
Angels at Hyde Park Crescent.
blouse patterned with beige, blue
rority. She has taught in t Olathe, of Christmas and the lack of blossoms in midlwinter, for
Reverend Cuthbert Lem Scott, and gold. She was attractive in a
Kan., public school and in e Pa- giving and receiving and Visiting during the Yuletide
visor of the church, officiated at beige sequinned hat, gold accessorducah Public School System, She
the ceremony.
ies and a corsage of mauve cattleya
is presently employed by Hardin certainly tends to keep friendship and family ties forMiss Deby Kincaid of Humboldt, orchids, complimenting her gown.
County School System.
ever in-blooin.
Tennessee provided the vocal music, The elaborate *reception, catered
Lt. Burt-1 was graduated from
`•
accompanied by Mr. Joe Kincaid by the original Fortnum and Mason
Maybe it's because we noticed
Fulton Hi: School and from MurIII, long-time friends of the bride, of London, was held at the couple's
more, or saw more people this
The Roy Pickeriqgs left the honteHis
1967.
in
University
State
ray
at the pipe organ.
new home on South Street in Mayyear than in the past, but froiv»ir
social fraternity is Alpha Tau point of view the garden of friend- toy, n for the holidkys for pleasant
Arrangements of pink Corot roses fair. The receiving line greeted
Omega. He is presently serving in ship was bustin' out all over these journeys to Nashville and Atlanta
and ivy on each aisle pew of the guests from all over the world.
to visit their daughters. Jane and*
the U. S. Army at Fort Knox.
Church were garlanded with white
twin cities.
Matt DeBoor have returned to
staircase leading to
winding
The
on
place
take
will
wedding
The
satin ribbons. The carved altar
People came from everywhere to their home in Lexington after visitroom was
reception
formal
the
1.
February
screen had garlands of ivy, mistlespread Christmas cheer in. the ing here with her mother, Irene
covered in holly and mistletoe.
toe and holly upon it. Two large
homes and hearts of our residents. White, and other members of the
.lily of the
of
arrangements
Floral
pedestals of white and pink flowers
Alad a goodly number left us for a family. Jane and Matt _left some
roses, white poinsettias
pink
valley,
adorned each side of the altar.
few days to extend their share of cheer behind them in the person of
ivy were an interestand
holly
and
the
Given away by her father,
the holiday season to loved ones. the DeBoor children who will reing combination, in keeping with
bride was striking in her stately
turn to Lexington with their grandthe season and the event. The
Either we're rea&ng the News
both
of
'drop
silk
gown of pure white
Mrs. Bess DeZonia spent Christ- mo'her, who will repay the wort'
more closely or we're getting more
bridal table was magnificent, with
Alencon
ivory
of
Staron', the bodice
the centerpiece being a three-tier
observant about semantics, but mas in Memphis with her son Har- derful DeBoor yit here.
lace. Personally designed by Anna wedding cake topped by lovely pink
whatever, we coujdn't help but be ry DeZonia and his family and
Use of Madrid for Miss Wilson, the
roses and lilies of the valley. A bufamused at the headline in the Louis- Mrs. Ben Evans visited in Grenada
Byron Mug of Nashville was a
elegant gown had a high collar and fet dinner and champagne were
ville Courier-Journal on the occas- with her son Dr. Evans and family. holiday visitor with his mother Mrs.
long sleeves which were finished by served to the distinguished comsion of Julie Nixon's wedding to
Lillian Blagg and the other memnatural lace scallops and tiny but- pany.
Mrs. Mary Holland spent the bers of the family.
David Eisenhower 11.
tons. The Empire Cathedral train
-bre
her
with
• Said the caption: "A Dignified, holidays in Memphis
As !7r. ind Mrs. Tigrett left on
of silk was complimented by a
but Happy Ceremony, Joins Julie ther George Gourley while Mrs.
Mrs. Earl Taylor spent Christma•
floral pattern of ivory appliqued a honeymoon trip to the Orient,
Clarice Thorpe enjoyed the Christ- day in Mayfield with her family.
David."
and
they were greeted by a royal wedlace.
Creason
Will
Mrs.
with
spirit
mas
Our Comment: Are only UNThe bride's bouffant elbow-length ding carriage driven by two white
DIGNIFIED ceremonies the truly in Mayfield.
Lt. and Mrs. Don Wright and thair
veil of white tulle was accented by horses. The bride was stunning in a
two children are enjoying what
happy ones?
a pearl tiara. She carr:,d a curved pastel three-piece wool suit, comFrom Springfield. Missouri came could be termed a- "commutter's"
bouquet of pink orchids, lily of the plimented by alligator accessories.
Mr. and Mrs: E. C. Rice to visit holiday dividing, their time with
valley, pink and white hyacinths An orchid from her wedding bouwith Mrs. Inez Binford and Mr. Ruth's mother in Union City Don's
and white ivy. Her only jewelry quet adorned her shoulder.
and Mrs. Raymond Andrus. While farnily in Fulton and other kith and
here they were guests at the Pack-kin everywhere in these two states.
were button pearl earrings and a
United States guests attAded
Terrace.
gold and diamond bracelet, a gift both the rehearsal dinner held in
from the groom.
•
Regrettably some rain must fall
the Penthouse Suits of the DorchesIt was a pleasant treat to share even in the season set aside .for
Serving as matron of honor was ter Hotel on December 30 and the
Angeles,
seaholiday
Los
the
of
of
Gross
a few moments
Mrs. Merrill
ure happiness. Mrs. Innes Dobwedding reception were: Mrs.
son with Wayne Anderson of
California - a sorority roommate of Vivian Wilson of Union City, Tenbins Sr.; of laisuisville, who has
many
season
Univerholiday
the
Northwestern
spent
who
ington
at
bride's
the
friends and some family
nessee, aunt of the bride; Mrs. N.
sity. Mrs. Ginette Goldsmith, Miss B. Hunt of Dallas, Texas; Mrs,
Announced today is the engage- with his mother Mrs. Mildred An- here in Fult(m, who fell and broke
relatives,
other
and
of
marriage
derson
approaching
Isabelle Goldsmith and Miss Jenni- Doris Kincaid of Humboldt, Tennesand
ment
her hip during the holiday season,
fer Bridges of London, Miss Avril see; Mrs. Charles Clark of Jackson.
-Miss Glenda Fay Cupples to Cpl.
is a patient at Norton's Infirmary
The Raymond Andrus home on in ..Louisville.
Williamson of South Wales and Miss Mississippi; Dr. and .Mrs. Armand
Jimmy Joe Jones.
Deby Kincaid of Humboldt, Tennes- Hammer of Los Angeles, California.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Third' Street was one 'of the gayest. Mrs. Ernest .Fall, 'Jr., was resee served as bridesmaids. All the
Mr: and Mrs. B. M. Cupples of places around the town with home- tinned to the Fulton _Hospital after
attendants wore floorlength gowns
1735 Phillips Street, Dyersburg, coming relatives from just about having undergone treatment for
Mrs.
Tigrett
of pink velvet and each carried a
Tenn. She is the grand daughter of everywherg. Mr. and Mrs. Doug broken hip in Memphis. All of th4
long-stemmed pink rosebud. MatchMrs J T Epperson and the late Archiebald and daughter of Knox- children and :grandchildren wer4
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Cate of here to make Elva's life bright and
ing coronet tiaras were made of
Mr. and Mrs. George Cupples.
rosebuds and hyacinths.
Mr. Jones is the son of Mr. and Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cate g_ay, so 'Us true, every cloud hat
Isaac Tigrett of Jackson, TennesMrs. H. F. Jones of 122 Morris St., and two children of Murfreesboro, a silver-lining sprayed here and
The News takes pleasure in wishsee served as his father's best ing a Happy Birthday to the followSouth Fulton, Tenn. He is the Tenn. and Ray Andrus of Mayfield there with tinsel.
man. The groomsmen were Charles ing persons:
grandson of Mrs. Onie McIntyre buzzed in and out to make ChristThe many friends of Mrs. Zenaida
Clark of Jackson, Mississippi, broand the late _Mr _J_
of Bardwell, well known in
Januforever.
Hopkins;
Ricky
3:
memory
January
wonderful
Bunker
Nelson
a
groom,
Jim
the
Mrs.
and
ther of
and the late Mr.Fulton will be happy to learn that
Harvey Browne Memorial Presbyterian Church, Jones.
Hunt of Dallas, Texas; James ary 4: Mrs. H. 0. Wright; January
Mrs. Fred Brady enjoyed the having been a patient in the SapGoldsmith of London: Baron Alexis 5: Mrs. E. A. Frazier; January 6: Louisville, was the setting December 21 at 7:30 p. m. for
Miss Cupples is a 1967 i•aduate
pleasure of the company of Mr. and tist Hospital in Paducah.
de Gunzburg of _Paris, France; Margaret Grissom, Mrs. Leon the Marriage of Miss Sue Bartlett
of Dyersburg High School.
Kunz
and
Mr.
Jerry
Louis Habegger of Zurich, Switzer- Hutchens, Ken Winston; January
The bride groom elect is a 1965 Mrs. Harry Brady of Clinton and
, eaks. The double ring ceremony was performed graduate of South Fulton High her granddaughter from Terre
land; and the two brothers of the Judy Liliker, Will Reed; January Mac 1r
On this page there is a wedding
bride, Dana Wilson of Fulton, Ken- 8: Linda Cathey, Mrs. Robert Tay- by Di, Joseph B. Mullin, Louisville, and a reception fol- School, and is presently serving Haute, Ind, and her grandson and announcement that has special
tucky and Don Wilson of Shelby- lor, Virginia Austin; January 9: lowed at Eline Hall.
with the Marine Corps in Milling- his Wife and baby from Lexington, sentiment for our family. Our won
Ky.
Linda Cardwell, S. A. Hodges,
ville, Tennessee.
ton, Tenn.
derful friend,- Jim Burthn is going
I.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
The wedding vows will be exto be married in February.and.such
too
always
is
that
For a visit
and Mrs. William Edwin Kunz, Jr. worsted. She wore matching acces- changed January fifth in the home
a happy event couldn't happen to a
of Louisville. The bridegroom's sories and carried a beaded evening of the bride elects' sister, Mr. and short for their many friends to en- nicer guy, not a lovelier girl. Even
in
were
Carr
Shirley
and
Billy
joy,
parents ale Mr. and Mrs. Mac bag. Her corsage was also com- Mrs. Ben Braiser in Dyersburg,
more' sentimental is the fact that
Fulton for Christmas with his the Young couple met each .other
Weaks of South Fulton, Tennessee. posed of cymbidium orchids.
Tenn., at 3 p. m.
- These
Carr.
Herbert
Mrs.
mother,
The bride was given in marriage
No invitations are being sent, but
while they were both employed at
After a wedding trip to Gatlin- all friends and relatives are invited wonderful folks are always gone be- Kentucky Dam Village State Park,
by her father. She wore a floorfore we know they're here.
length a-line gown of ivory satin burg, Mr. and Mrs. Weaks will be to attend.
art
ahelped
a litUe matter that
:
banded with seed pearls at the at home at 2505 Brownsboro Road.
range for dear old Jim.
Mrs.
is
Weaks
assistant
the
to
soneck and wrists. A long silk veil of
Jim made many friends for himivory illusion was attached to ciety editor of the Coureir-Journal.
self and for Fulton when he worked
Weaks
Mr.
teaches
the
in
Jefferson
an
pearl
rose
with seed
a satin
' in the golf pro shop at the Village.
crystal trim. Her only jewelry was County School System.
'Tis a life full of _happiness we wish
an antique seed-pearl necklace, an
She is the granddaughter of
s.
to both,of. them.
heirloom, given to her by her aunt.- John Joseph Crotty of Anchorage
Mrs. Kenneth W. Bott, Anchorage, Kentucky, and the late Mr. Crotty;
Also on this page is the article deKy. She carried a bouquet of white and Mrs. W. F. Edwin Kunz of
'tailing' the weddi g• ceremony of
roses and holly.
and
the late Mr. Kunz.
Louisville,
Rita Wilson, who served with such
Mrs. Arthur Keith Whitelaw, III, Mr. Weaks is the grandson of Mrs.
distinction as Banana Festival
of
Cook
C.
Fulton,
E.
the
and
honor.
of
late
Louisville, was matron
princess. Rita has led a simply
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Andrew My- Mr. Cook, and Mrs. Lan Kimbell of
fascinating life as beauty queen.
Fulton,
the
Wiland
Mrs.
late
Mr.
Roy
Louisville,
Weaks.
Winkler,
rick
actress, model and scholar. Her
ham Foster Stewart, Lexington,
wedding sounds for all the world
and Miss Betty Jo Dixon, Atlanta.
like something in a fairy tale, inThe brid:. --lids wore princess
cluding a honeymoon in the Orient
and a horse-drawn carriage waitstyle dresses of silk and wool
ing outside the door to take them to
worsted in American beauty rose.
their travels. Ah, sweet mystery of
The floor length gowns had ruffled
life, for sure! All the luck in the
sleeves reaching to the elbow. The
ruffled.
also
was
neckline
world to Princess Rita and her
Y-shaped
Prince Charming,
They wore matching ribbons of
velvet in their hair and carried
The Christmas mail brought us
round bouquets of cut gladiola and
greetings from
90 many lovely
holly.
A Christmas Eve dinner and a
friends far and near. This season
Mr. Teddy Ralph Barclay, Fulwas brightened a little more for
ton, Kentucky, was best man. The surprise birthday party for Miss
having received cards and letters
ushers were Mr. David Crotty Phyllis Hancock was held at the
from many new-found friends made
Kunz, the bride's brother; Mr. home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Maurer
across the oceans as a result of
Douglas Bruce Taylor, Louisville; of Route 1, Fulton. Those attending
two trips to South and Central
and Mr. Clinton H. Newman, Lex- were: Miss Attie Murchison, Maw
Mina Murchison, Mr. and Mrs. D.
America in 1968.
ington'.
We were particularly amused at
Mrs. Donald Lockhart, Louisville, G. Murchison and daughter, Vicki,
a greeting we received from Mrs.,
(the former Ophelia Speight of Ful- Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Jones of MurAngelo
Norma de Fumes of San Pedro Sula
ton, Kentucky and the bridegroom's ray, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
in Honduras. the gracious lady who
first cousin) and Miss Margaret Murchison and Miss Hancock's broJerry.
was instrumental in. sending that
Lee Herbert, Lexington, served at thers, Reggie and
dyliimic Marta Arellano here for
After a delicious ham dinner,
the reception. Miss Bettie -.bother
the
Festival last Fall. The card was
Hoskins, Louisville, kept the guest Miss Hancock cut her birthday
written in Spanish, addressed in
cake. A visit from Santa Claus
book.
Englisk-On a card that was made
The bride's mother wore a teal completed the evening. Miss Hanby KRUGER in Western Germany..
blue a-line dress with lattice sleeves cock's host, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
This is another of the many indiby Parns Feinstein. She wore Maurer, recently moved here from
cations we observe this New Year
matching accessories and a corsage Roseville, Mich. There home was
to let us' know that indeed, the
beautifully decorated for the occaof cymbidium orchids. ,
&ries of the world are ,tettring
The bridegroom's mother wore a sion including out door lights the
Mrs. Weaks
smaller and smaller.
Miss Cupples
deep rase creation in silk and wool full length of their home.

So--!

Miss Cupples
To Marry On
January 5
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Louisville Church Is Setting
For Kunz-Weaks Nuptial Event

Miss Hancock
Is Honored On
Her Birthday
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McCracken County Offers'Home Health Benefits'Under Medicare

Deaths
John Reid
•
•

• John Reid, 88, Clinton, died at
);30 a. m. Friday, December V at
the Cl' 'a-Hickman County Hospital.
include his wife, Mrs.
Sur,
and a niece, Mrs.
Elreda T
Harry HGuse, Fulton.
'Services were held at 2 p. M.
Saturday, December 28 at Hopkins
and Brown Funeral • Chapel at
Clinton. Rev. J. W. Darby officiated. Interment was held in Clinton
Cemetery.

R. L.Davis

Homebound Medicare eligibles in
McCracken County can expect what
is for them a new type of Medicare
benefit-called Home Health benefits.
These benefits have always been
Mrs. Elizabeth Brittain Browning
of Memphis, a former Fulton provided by Medicare since it beresident, died at 8 p. m. Thursday, gan, but they -must be furnished by
December 26 at the William Bow , an agency that meets Medicare reHospital in Memphis after a long quirementa and agrees to participate in the program (under condiillness.
She was born and raised in Ful- tions similar to those for hospitals
ton, and was a sister of the late and'skilled nursing homes).
Now it appears the empty will
Carl and Bob Brittain of Fulton and
soon have a qualified, participating
the late Mrs. Jack Gadsby.
Suevivors include a son and sev- Home Health Agency organized by
the Paducah McCracken County
eral nieces and nephews. .
Mrs. Frank•Moore of Fulton is a Health Department. It is expected
to be operative early in 1969.:
niece.
Medicare's Home Health benefits
The National Funeral Horne of
Memphis was in charge of ser.
vices. Interment was in Fairview

Mrs. E. Browning

Medical insurance pays SO per
covers many services for patients
Here are some of the servicps,
wheelchairs and hospital beds
who are confined to home due to covered as Home Health benefits!'
cent of the reasonable costs for
illness or injury. These services -Part-time nursingt care
supplies like surgical covered home health services after
-Me-Medicale
dressings and oxygen.
you meet the $50 deductible each
must be ordered as necessary by a
-Miss/sleet therapy (In order to
year. The home health agency bills
doctor and be provided by the staff'
be covered as a Home Health
are you for the remaining 20 per cent
of the HHA or by qualified persons__
service, physiCal therapy must Some of the services which
any part of the $50 deductible
wider arrangements with,the HIM.
be performed by a qualified not covered are full-time nursing,•Sand
have not paid.
The same kind- of services are
physical therapist who is pro- care, personal comfort items, house- you
covered by Medicare under both the
vided or arranged for by the keeping services, drugs and biolog- 'Under both hospital and medical
the
icals, and meals delivered to
Hospital Insurance and the Medical
insurance, the home health agency
Home Health Agency.)
home. Physicians' services in the always makes the claim for reimInsurgince. Up to 100 visits to a
patient's home may be made under -Occupational and speech ther- home are not considered to be Part bursement, so you do not need to
apy (Local HHA may not of the home health benefit; but they submit a Request for Payment
each plan, so elikibles who are enfurnish, initially)
titled under4both plans could have
are covered by Medical Insurance. form.
up to twice the number of visits -Medical social services (Local
None of the other eleven counties
Hospital Insurance Home Health
of an eligible signed up only under
BHA may not furnish, initally)
in the Paducah Social Security disBenefit
one plan. Over 6,600 .residents of
trict has a Horne Health Agency,.
McCracken County have both types -Part-time services of' home
If your doctor prescribes home but it is hoped that the availability
health aides
of Medicare. Another estimated 400
health services after you have been of Medicare to help pay for this kind
have one, but not both.
-Use of medical appliances like
in a hospital or extended care fa- of care in this county, as well as
cility, the services would be cover- the increased recognition of the
ed under the hospital insurance need for this sirvice, will' speed
$50, expenses in the last three. part of Medicare. Your hospital in- the development V such agencies
months may be carried over to the surance will pay ,all the reasonable in other areas.
Organized. home health care was
following year to reduce the deduct- costs of up • to 100 home health
ible for that year. The carry over visits in the one-year period fol- a relatively new concept before
recent
discharge
Medicare. Where the services are
amount
vary but not exceed lowing your most
from a hospital or extended care not available to a community, it
ing paid the doctor_nr the medical SM.
facility
if:
is usually because of public, and
supplier, they failed to file a elaim,
All social security offices are preprofessional lack of awareness that
he added.
pared to help people make claims -You were hospitalized for at the services are available.
"These people are in, danger of for doctor bill insurance
least 3 days, and
payments.
Any number of groups could
shortchanging themselves," Whit- Those who still haven't
applied for
aker said. "The 1967 Amendments reimbursement for
-Your doctor arranges for the form an 1111A, including visiting
medical
services
services within 14 days after nurse associations, a special departto the Medicare law eliminated the and goods reeeived between
Octorequirement that a bill submitted ber 1, 1966, and September
your discharge from the hos- ment -of a hospital, eitended care
30; 1967,
with a claim must be receipted to are urged to apply
pital or extended care facility, facility, or rehabilitation facility
before January
and
offering home health services.
show that it was paid in full or 1, 1969. Beginning with that
date; it
part. Starting in 1968, an itemized ma/Tee...too late.
The Paducah Social Security' of-The home health treatment is fice will be glad to furnish advice
medieal-bill showing thealees
for a condition for which you and arrange assistance to organizagoods received and the charges for 'Anyone wishing speedy and efficireceived care in the hospital or tions interested in. organizing a
these, even if unpaid, became suf- ent service on one of these claims_
'extended care facility.
Home Health. Agency. Also, leaflets
should bring evidence of the serficient."
He reminded those 25,000 older vices received, either in the form
After you have used all your hos- describing the services covered are
Persons in the Paducah area who of an itemized bill from the doctor pital insurance home health bene- available upon request.
have signed up for voluntary medi- or the supplier of medical goods, fits, your medical insurance can
cal insurance- that Medicare pays or the same information on the "Re- help pay for any furthei home
for 80 percent of the reasonable quest for Medicare Payment" form health visits you need.
charges of the covered services and supplied by the Social Security AdFuitoo
140 Isioadway,
medical goods, less an annual $50 ministration. Another "must" is the Medical Insurance Home Health
deductible that the patient mull older person's Medicare card or
Phone 479-186s
Benefit
pay. If the expenses of the first 9, other official document showing his
Medical insurance will help pay -Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
months in any year do not come up health insurance claim number.
for up to 100 home health visits in -vinyl and Tile
to The amount of the deductible,
The Paducah District Office is each calendar year. These are the
located at 112 South Tenth St. The same services you get under hos- -Downs and McGee Carpeting
phone number is 443-7321. Office pital insurance, but you do_not -Upholstering, Modern &
hours are 8:45 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. have to be hospitalized first to get
Antique
weekdays, except national holidays. them. Your doctor arranges for
- Viking Kit..hen ..- vrpeting
On Thursdays the office remains these services and sets up a plan
open until 7;00 p. m.
for them.

Medicare Insurance Holders May
Have Rebate Due; Review Asked

, R. L. Davis, 47; retired Illinois
Central employee, died at 11:30
p. in. Wednesday night, December
25 at Parkview Hospital after a
Word was received on December
heart attack. He was a former Ful26 of the 'sudden death of lormer
`
ton resident.
. Charles M. Whitaker, Social SeHe leaves his wife, Mrs. Lucy Fultonian, Morris rhourning who_ curity District- Manager in Padu•
, Mrs. -diedrof"a-heart attack Tuesday, De- cah, today urged everyone signed
Frances Morris of Charlotte, Va., cember '24 at his Isom. in Novi/eta, up for the doctor bill insurance part
Mr. •August Ward of Centerville, Oklahoma.
Funeral serVices and interment of Medicare, Co spend some time
. Ohio, Mrs. Bessie Senior of 174'oy,
between now and the end of the
Ohio and Miss Sue Davis of Wash- were held on ,December 26 in No- year in reviewing whether the proiniton and a brother, Paul Davila w ata.
gram owes them some money.
Services were at 10 a. m. Satur- Survivors includo his wife, Lora, He said that this is most importday, December 28 at Curry Funeral a son, Bobby Chowning, and a ant for those older people who inHome with interment in Fairview grandson,- Brett Chowning and a curred expenses for covered medisister, Mrs. John Culver of BartesCemetery at Dyersburg.
services between October 1,
cal'
ville, Okla.
1966, and September 30, 1967. If a
claim for reimbursement of these
expenses has not been made and is
not made by December 31, 1968, it
John Willis Robertson, 61, died
Services for Willie Lassiter, 75, of will not.be possible to make a payFriday, December 20 at 11:30 at Water Valley, Route 2, were held ment.
Hillview Hospital. He lived at 519 Tuesday, December 24 at: 2 p. m. Whitaker pointed out that, in the
Eddings.Street and operated a Ma- at the Bethlehem Methodist Church. past, some Medic_are beneficiaries
rine Service Station in Union City. Rev. Norman Crittenden officiated. postponed makinea claim because
Born in Obion County, Septem-, Interment was in the church ceine- they thought that if the doctor deher 4. 1907. he'-was the son of the tery... wider the direction of Jackson clined td take an assignment, the
late John Willis and Cora Passmore Funeral Home, Dukedom.
.
patient had to submit a receipted
Robertson -He was married to ThelLassiter's body was .found in a (paid) bill with his application.
.„
ma Collins in 1926.
water tank at a sewage disposal Unable to supply evidence of haVBesides his wife, he leaves two plant in Nashville on December 19.
sons; James Robertson and Garry There was no evidence of foul play.
Robertson of Fulton: two, daughffe-was the son of the late John
ters, Mrs. ,Christine King. Fhlton, and Mary Elizabeth Scay Lassiter
Route 2, and Mrs. Phyllis 'Birming- of near Pilot Oak.
ham, Fulton, Route 2: a sister, Mrs.
He Was survived by one .sister,
KM,i Rose of South Fultik: seven Hilda. Lassiter of Hopkinsville and
randchildren and two nieces and •,‘ e:11 nieces and nephews.7"---..."We are not paying many dis- is expected to last indefinitely or
•
one nephew..
abled wotkers in our area'as rapidly enl in 'death. Now, an insured
A sister. Nina Mae Robertson. a
as we sffouiii," Charles M. Whit- worker is entitled to benefitrif hit
half-sister. Mes:Lela Gilliam and a
aker, Paducah Social Security Dis- illness Or injury prevents work for
half 'brother. Carl Robertson prearleast 6 full months antt is eX7
stated today. • Mrs. Rena Wilkins Batts, 45, trict Manager
-- ceded him in death-.
fleeted to Con'ttif9r at least 6
process
a
•
The
time
required
to
unexpectedly
at
4:15
p.
.m.
died
He was a member of the Hickman
more. Though no pa31Ttmts are due
Friday, DeceMber 20 at Haws disability claim varies,and depends for the first cull six months (the
•
County Coon Club.
as
the
nature
of
the'
on
such
factors
Home.
Memorial
Nursing
Services were hgld at 2 p. m.
disability, the availability and Waiting period), a disabled person
Sunday. December .22 at the WhitShe was born December 11, 1893 completeness of medical evidence should apply during the first part
Walk'Home.
Glendon
net ,Funeral
in Kentucky, the daughter of the
of this waiting period - as soon as
of late John and Emma Wilkins. She and how quickly it is furnished. • he or his doctor feels he will be uner. minister .of Central Chur
•
Christ, officiated. Internie wa in was a member of the First Metho-.and the volume of claims being filed able to work, Whitaker said. The
'd.
at a particular, Whit
.0,bion County Memorial G ens.
dist Church.
sooner he 'applies the better his
Most delays, however, are due to chances are for getting the first
Active pallbearers were the fol- ' Survivors include three sons,
lowing nephews: Billy Brooks; Mor- Douglas Smith, Morris Smith and late application by the. disabled check on time.
ton Brboks, Calvin Council, Roy James Smith ofFulton; three dau- • worker. In September 68 of 104 disDisabled people in the area Who
Terrell,'-Nathan LeCornu, Thomas gfiters, Nisi Katherine Smith, South abled persons did not7sigri tip until are having difficulty deciding when
Fulton, Mrs. Doris Murphy, Wingo, more than six months after they or whether to apply should contact
Mrs. Martha Sue Wailers, Fay- became disabled. This, Whitaker, the Social Security District Office
etteville, N. C.; a sister, Mrs. pointed out, makes it impossible to at 112 South Tenth Street, Paducah,
Effie King, Fulton', Route 2; 14 issue any payments due on time - for advice. The Paducah 'office is
grandchildren and one great grand- the seventh month after the Month open weekdays, Monday through
the disability began.
Friday from 8:45 a. m. to 5:00
• Mrs. Gene Yates, 3$, of Pilot,Oak daughter.
Services were at 2 p. in. Monday, The law no longer requires a p. m. (until 7:00 p. m. on Thursdied at her home, al 11 a. m. Friday. December 27 after an extend- Deceniber 23 qt the Whitriel Funeral, worker to be under a disability that days).'
McMinn ofed illness. She was formerly em- chapel, with Rev. J.
ployed by Henry I. Siegel Company ficiating. Interment was in Pleasant
MEMORIAL FLAG!
WIDOWS ELIGIBLE!
View Memorial Gardens.
here,
- Born in Weakley County, Tenn.,
Eligible survivors cf servicemen
War
widows in need of regular
September 17, 1933, she was the
whose remains were lost at sea af- aid and attendance are eligible to
daughter of Joe and Addie Myers
ter May 27, 1941, may receive a receive $50 per month in addition to
Crittenden.
Kelly Browder. 78, retired garage- memorial flag by applying to the any pension they may receive.
Besides her parents, Mr. and. man and native of Fulton, died of a Veterans Administration.
Mrs. Joe Crittenden of Pilot Oak, heart attack Wednesday, Decemlier
she leaves her husband, Gene 18 at the Baptist Hospital in MemVETS AT 651
$250 BURIAL
'Yates; a daughter, Karen tYnii, at phis.
An allowance of $250 is payable
War veterans who a::e 65 or over
home; a sister, Mrs. Patsy Adams
Funeral services were held at 1 by the. Veterans Adininisrtation to- are presumed to be totally and perof Chicago and several nieces and p. m. Friday, December 20 at the' ward the burial expenses of a de- manently disabled for purposes of
nephews.
eligibility for pension benefits.
Memphis Funeral Home, with in- cea,ed war veteran.
She was a member of t4. Mis- terment in Memorial Park.
sionary Baptist Church at Pilot
He was the youngest of the chilOak, where services were held at dren of the late Lewis T. and Deana
2:30 p. m. Sunday, December 29'. Kelly Hrowder of Fulton. His wife,
Rev. Otis Shultz and Rev. Norman who survives, was'the former Jewel
Crittenden officiated. Interment Pewitt.
•
was, in Bethlehem Cemetery, Pilot
Other survivors include a daughOak.
ter, Mrs. D. C.,Nance, • and a
granddaughter, Mrs. Mike Carter
of Memphis.
Fultonians attending the funeral
were Harvey Pewitt, Robert PewService* for John Hopkins, 81, itt, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson;
Wingo, Route 1 were held Monday, Mrs. Ernest Cardwell,and Frances
December 23 at 2 p. m. at Little Cardwell,
Obion Baptist Church, with burial
in Little-Obion Cemetery. Rev. Bill
Boyd and Rev. Ray Jackson officiated.
Mr. Hopkins died Saturday, DeMrs. Mettle Maude Harris, 80,
cember 21 at- 10:30 a. m. in the wife of Sank Harris, retired farmer,
Mayfield Hospital.
died Saturday morning, December
' He is survived by his wife, Mrs. 21 at Weakley Co,unty Hospital in
Amorette Holland Hopkins; one Martin after a long illness. She was
soh,. Vernon'Hopkins, Orlando, Flor- 80 and lived in the Rilthvilit Comida;'three daughters, Mrs. Frances munity, Martin, Route 3.
Potts, Mayfield, Mrs. Mable JaekServices were held at 2 p. m.
son, Mayfield,'Mrs. Ruble John, Sunday, December 22 at McConnell
son, Murray.
Bnptist Church. Rev. J. R. ligmlin
Also suryiving_are three sisters, and Rev. James Holt officiated. InMn, Lucy Rotiy, Water Valle,y. terment by Doug Murphy Funeral
ilss, Stella Pillow, Splendora, Home was in Walnut Grove Ceinel
Texas, and Mrs. Ola Meacham, Li- tery.
• •
\ onia,. Mich.; two • brothers,. Finn - Active palbearers were: Bill HowHopkins, Detroit, Mic
, , and Jesse ie/id, Johnny Allen, Bucytfilhawks,
I lopkins, Phoenix. Aiaz 18 gra nd- D. R. Mason, Paul Reams; Jimmy
childrea and 16 great grandchil- Westbrook.
••• She-were ,.nsberOt the ItUfh-dren.
laplIbearers were Harold Hopkins, yille Baptist Church.
THE BRAKES ARE "OK," Franklin Whitaker shows
Harold Clark, Clarence Gray, Bill
Besides her husband, she leaves
Department Ot.Motor Transportation inspector Jack
Gray, 'Bill Holland, 'and Cuilin a daughter, Mrs: Cecil Robey of
Armitage during a routine safety inspection check.
Ilendersoi
Rtigliviile Community; a sister, Mrs.
The Department has conducted more than 66,000
Hopkins and Brown Funeral Lena Speights of Camden, Tenn.,
safety inspections since the program began in 1960,
_Home..in -Winio--svas--in-eharge--et- one g.andliiki • and- Mir great"
'arrangements.
grandchildren.
with approximately 1,200 per month so far in 1968.

Morris Chowning

John Robertson

Willie Lassiter

S. P. MOOPE & CO.

Payment Of Social Security To,
Disabled Is Slow In Processing

Mrs. Rena Batts

Mrs. Gene Yates

The Directors, Officers and Employees of the
City National Bank take this opportunity to say
"THANK YOU"
to our many customers who have made this
statement possible.

r.

FULLWBErLe*
4.0

Kelly Browder

John Hopkins „

Mrs. Mattie M.Harris

TH
of
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ly.

'Condensed Statement Of The Condition Of

The City National Bank

Pr.:6

FULTON, KENTUCKY
At the Close of Business, December 31, 1968
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks

$ 1,546,613.10

- U.S. government Bortds _

2,161,812.50

U. S. Governnient Agencies

550,000.00

_
•

Municipal'Bonds

•

\

-

985,938.07

Loans and Discounts

3,167,270.88

Stock in Federal Reserve Bank

e

•

Banking House, Furniture & Fixtures k Parking Lot

9,000.00
131,559.'88

Other Assets

1,621.92
.

TOTAL

8,553,816.35

LIABILITIES
Capital *Stock

120,000.00

• Surplus _

180,000.00

Undivided Profit •

282,676.88

Unearned Interest '
Reserve For Taxes

.107,449.06
'

23;697.48

DEPOSITS

7,
,
839,992.98
TOTAL

' 8,553,816.35,

We Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record
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plape in agriculture; it should be
. cides for weed control.
Mr. and Mrs. Duel Williams visitwell worth any farmers time to
ed Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams in
MC
special effort t,o attend the
Mayfield Christmas day.
FARMERS TAX GUIDE
,
FARM MANAGEMENT STARTS
eeling. A farmer that stands
, AVAILABLE
Mrs. Kara Lewis spent Wednes-t 11 and doesn't follow the latest
MONDAY NIGHT
- The 1969 edition of the •Fahmer
day night in Harris with Mr. and
practices- in agriculture won't be Tax Guide prepar
Mrs. James Lewis.
ed especially fo
The 1969 •Special Obion County farmi
farmers to use -in preparing thei
ng in a few years.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Bruce and Farm Management 'School
1938 income tax report, is HON
son visited relatives and friends start next Monday night, January
Aailable at our Office. We encoui
here over the holidays and attend- 6th, 6:30 p. m. in the cafeteria of
age you to come by and pick on
THE NEW YEAR
ed the Clement sand Bushart wed- Obion County Central High School
up. One of the most useful feature
ding. Miss Clement is Mrs. Bruce's near Troy, Tenn. The Farm Meet- Tomorrow is the
beginnig of a New of the Farmers Tax Guide is ,th • •
ings this. year have been arrahged Year, and
niece.
a good time to take a prepared example tax return. 0
where all meetings will be held on
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne. Cress and Monday nights for the next 8 weeks. final look backward and then face this•sample return schedules'13, I
the
year
ahead. To lift some Scrip- and F are used:. Also, shown
Miss Susie Cress: Visited relatives The first ,meeting will start
with a ture fr Im Context, St. Paul s.aid, schedule 1040 With the comple
and friends in the.Phylis Ann com- free meal for all past members
te,
and "and forget
return and computed tax. Ever.
munity over the holidays. They
wives of the Farm Management are behind ting the things which step is
are,
.
illustr
I
press
ated'and fully explain
forward. . ."
all from Michigan.
School and for all that plan to at- That's
thg real meaning of life, I ed.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lewis land tend this year. The first meeting believe. Many of us have had setMrs. Carl Lewis visited Mr. and will only last one hour instead of the backs of various kinds during the
regularrtwo hours and will feature past year,
Mrs. Bill Workman Sunday.
some of them tragic. But FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
Mr. Bob Carter, Columbia, Tennes- whatever
January 6 - Ffarin Managemen'
has happened, it's in the
Mr. Paul4loward is back at his see, who will speak on Agriculture past, and' life-f
lemands that we School - Obion County Central.
home after spending two weeks in in the Future.
January,13-am—M-tr1tagernerr.-face forward and go forward: I'm
the hospital in Memphis with a
The Second meeting on January sure that's true in the Agricultural Sthool - Chemical IA•eed (,•ontrol.
knee operation. Beauton says he
Januar
y 16 • Feeilee Pig Sale
world as well as elsewhere.
is able to get around the house 13th will feature weed control and
Dresden. .•
some on his crutches. We hope he chemical herbicides and Dr. Pete
All
of
us know that Agriculture
can soon put these down and walk Gossett,- 'Knoxville, Tennessee, will and methods_ of farming
are changlead this discussion.
again.
ing, `rapidly and we can't "stand
We are convinced that the best still" and be successful in farming
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. 'Williams and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett speakers in the Mid-South area- very long. Some of the things you
Williams awhile last Tuesday even-,have been lined up for the Farm might do during the winter months
Management School. One way to to help yourself through the 1969
ing.
Your writer would like to thank stay in the farming _business is to farm year are: 1) Participate in
See us for - • every one who remembered us and keep up with the very latest un- Obion County Farm Managemen*
Your Insurancq Needs
our son-in-law over the holidays. biased information. The hours you School; 2) Attend U: T. Farm Short
spend attending the Farm -Manage- Courses; 3) Don't guess at your
May God bless every one of you.
ment School could be most valu- fertilizer needs
have soil tests
Plow furrows up and down the able to you all through the year of made; 4) Start a •good record keeping system; 5) Consider using all
hill becomes race track for rain 1969.
the latest recommended farming
•
Fulton
drops.
172-1341
With the rapid changes taking methods such as
_
Chem-real HerbiJoe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

nedical
agency
r reimneed to
ayment
.ounties
ity diskgency,
lability
is kind
well as
of the
1. speed
gencies
ire was
before
..es are
nity, it
tic . and
ess that
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW
HOUSE . . . Dr. Harry Sparks,
president of Murray State University (third from right) congratulates Ray
Wells, president of Alpha Gamma Rho
fraternity on the purchase
of their new fraternity house. From left
to right: Bourke Mantle, Bardwell,
former AGR president and current alumni chairman; E. B. Howton,
chairman of the MSU agriculture depar
tment and president of the
AGR Alumni Corporation that bought the
house seen in the background; Wells,
a senior from Sturgis; Dr.
Sparks; Arlie Scott and Bill Cherry
, both members of 1`.1SU agriculture facult
y and advisors to the Murray
AGR chapter.

could
visiting
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Rev. Bob Copeland filled his appointment at New -Salem liaptis
t
Church the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
and the attendance dropped off
slue
to illness of many in this area.
Miss Maude §issen is a patien
t
in the Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
Tenn. Miss Sisson fell at her home
near here and was carried to Volunteer Hospital in Martin. Her Xrays showed up a broken hip, and
then transferred , her to Campbell's
clinic. All friendg hope for her
a,
speedy recovery.
An epedemic of influenza struck
this-kkality—during the Christmas
holidays and many are victims.
Those reported were Mr. and Mrs:
Roy Vincent, Mr. and Mrs. Burnet
t
Lintz, Mr. Charles Vincent, Jr.,
and many others, all of which are
under medication. Only Mrs. Roy
Viirent has entered the, Fulton
H spital for treatment of pneumonia.'All of us send get-well wishes
to this fine matron for a soon ,recovery and back home to her
family and friends.
Just before the holidays ,every
home got its Christmas tree set up,
all decorated, cakes, pies baked,
hams baked, home made candy,
cookies and other, decorations pre.,_
pared, then the few days began to
spread, upsetting some because of
illness in homes. Now, no doubt,
the food prepared will last for ,several days yet. However, the homes
of Mr. and Mrs!Buton Lassiter,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rickman, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Mathis, Mr. and Mrs.
Grover True have entertained with
Christmas dinners.
THROUGH THE EYE OF A SHOVEL —
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
Mrs. Inez Vincen
of Murray State University, speaks
before turning a spade of earth to Oak, Ky., spent t of near Pilot
Christmas week
signify beginning of construction on the
addition to the Price Doyle Fine here with her- sister, Mrs. Grover
Arts Building at the university. Ground
True
and
Mr. True. She returned
breaking ceremonies were held
home Sunday afternoon.
Dec. 11, and construction on the two-ye
ar project will begin immediateMr.
and
Mrs. 'J. W. Bynum and
ly. Mechanical, electrical and genera
l construction contracts on the son, Hal, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
project total more than $4.5 million.
Hawks and Miss Margarett Bynum
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Mathis. All enjoyed
the day.
Mr. Bobb4 Rickman and Mr.
Dale Berry, students at U. T.,
Knoxville, Tenn., were home with
parents and relatives during the
holidays and will return to Knoxville
—Friday, where each will resume his
study there.
Your writer spent a few days
during Christmas with my brother
Buton Lassiterk and Mrs. Lassiter.
I had a nice viiit while there.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Argo and
children, Chad and Kim of Hickman, Ky.,. spent Monday as dinner
guests. They are my grandchildren,
the little ones are my great grandchildren. We had a nice enjoyable
day, always to be remembered.
Here's hoping everyone had a
Joyous Holiday Season, and to all
readers of these items a very Happy New Year.

Junior Fire Marshals Gather Toys

Violator is confined for a number
of hours until time for appearance in
court. He may be released under bond,
for appearance in eourt at a later
date.
•
A CUP OF COFFEE FOR THE ROA
D
' As the Holiday Season passes_the probl
em of the drink ingedriver
involved in traffic accidents is...brought
. to the attention of motorists
\..$ and law enforcers.
To illustrate what happens in a typic
al 'case, thp Kentucky Department of Public Safety released this
series of pictures. All participants in the photos posed voluntarily.
,
Commissioner W. 0. Newman has
the following mpssage for
motorists:
"We are well aware of the drinking drive
r problem and want to
caution every driver that the Kent
ucky State Police will take swift
action in removing this type of violat
or from the highway.
"Kentucky's death toll is running ahead
of last year and causing
law enforcement agencies to give
closer scrutiny to all motorists on
Kentucky roadways.
"Our'troopers will be using roadblocks
and roving patrol to contact the maximum number of drive
rs.'
'Public Safety is cooperating with the
Kentucky Restaurant Associafion in asking that the 'drink
for the road' be a cup of coffee."
Typical case involving - a drink
ing
driver is often a male. A Kent
ucky
State Trooper stops a drive
r whose
car is "weaving" along the road.

Appearance in court'before a judge
can result
in violator's driving privileges teing
revoked
'plus a minimum fine of $100 plus
court costs.

HAD HELP
Teacher (looking over Teddy's
homei,Vork)—"I don't see how it's
poss./re for a single person to make
so many mistakes."
Teddy (proudly)—"It isn't any
single person, teacher. Father
helper:I me."

Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:
Junior Fire Marshal Anne O'Brien gives little Wells met.In a
boost so
he can add his stuffed'dog to the carton of Christmas toys
for needy
children. The Junior Fire Marshals--a fire prevention and safety
club
sponsored as a publiq service by The Hartford Insurance Group,
are
following the exampl of firemen in this tradition& holiday pror
.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

A chemical test of the blood to deter
mine the degree of
intoxication is requested. If 10
hundredths of one per
cent alcohol is present in the blood
stream, the violator
is considered "under the influence of
alcohol." 1.
toes of driver's license results in
violator becoming a
pedestrian for six months.

Senator Cooper Warns Of Danger In Build-up Of Soviet Forces
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alliance and deterrent against ag- necessary steps to provide a capagression. It has been argued that ble convention and nuclear fighting
responsibility of making an evalua- miscalculation, to undertake
mili- sion, or for the speed and effective- milted
forces up to full combat the unwillingness of NATO mem- force. The purpose of the provision
tion of the relative strength of the tary action or harassment of NATO ness with which it was
accomplish- strength. Needed
specialists and ex- bers to meet these requirements is and maintenance of such a force is
NATO forces and Warsaw Pact members?"
ed.
forces, particularly after the Soviet
perienced officers are being return- due to a belief that the massive to make clear to the Soviet Union
He said that NATO "must deal
and its allies that while seeking de4. The central question before the ed to under-stren
invasion of Czechoslovakia.
with the effectiveress of% NATO
gth units from conventional forces of the Soviet tente,
NATO's will and determinaNATO organization, both political other duties.
More intensive maneu- Union and its Warsaw Pact allies
After intensive study of intelli- strategy and forces to deter and in- and military,
our governments, vers and training exercises
would overrun quickly Western tion is to deter war and maintain
have
gence reports on the status of -War- sure against- any aggression against and our parliam
peace."
the
Europe and that the effort to
entjes the nature been scheduled and some are
alsaw Pact forces, Senate and House NATO. We must undcrtake . . . an of the respons
Cooper also placed in his report a
e
t should be ready underway. To pay for this strengthen NATO with additional
Armed Services Committed Reports analysis of these questions of stra- made—both
table indicating the comparative
political and military— military commitment to
troops
and
equipm
ent
would
be
tegy
and
forces,
NATO,
so li-tat we may to this
the
on NATO, and after considering the
critical situation.
United States spends, according to futile. It is also argued by some nuclear strength of the United
ge our responsibilities in
•'McCONNELL NEWS views of the State and Defense De- dischar
that a nuclear war would be likely States and the Soviet Union. He told
A.
Even
with
some
the
withdra
estimat
making
wal
es,
correct
of
between
recoMme
12
and
ndation
15
s
Mrs. L. T. ('aldwen • partments, Senator Cooper pointed
and conventional forces are there- the Committee that the PreparedSdinet erces ?tom Czechosloftikia, billion dollars annually."
our
to
governm
ents."
out that the increase of Soviet
ness Subcommittee of the Senate
fore useless."
In support of his report and 're- it would" be necessary for NATO to
He warned the delegates of
Armed Services Committee had
To our Editor, Fellow-Correspond- Union forces in Eastern Europe commendations,
make qualitative improvements,
Senator
answer
In
Cooper
from
to
22
this
argumen
to 32 divisions, and the det, Sen- reached the conclusion that the Soents, Readers and Friends, we wish
particularly for protection of air- other countries that "... the senti- ator Cooper
made the following points:
said " . . . the con- viet Union is making such rapid
you each and all a Very Happy ployment of several divisions in
craft, increasing stocks of arms, ment to remove and withdraw U. S. tinued
1.
The
increas
e
of
the
Soviet.
Czechos
purpose
of
lovakia
NATO
forward
in
has
forces from Europe is not based
been advanees in the development of its
positions
New Year.
Union's forces and their deploy,7 ammunition and spare parts and entirely
upon the demands of the to maintain a military alliance nuclear strength that it will achieve
A large number from the McCon- on the West German border with ment in Eastern Europe
replacement vehicles, training, decapable
before
of
commoni
and
deterri
cation
ng
both
and
convensupply
war
lines
in Vietnam or the balance of
parity with the United States and
nell Church of Christ enjoyed a
during the invasion have upset any ployment of forces and the protec- paymen
ts problem. Many in the tional and nuclear war. I believe perhaps numerical superiority unChristmas dinner at the One-and- from The Soviet Union, had changed. assumed balance
between NATO tion of flanks.
that
this
Commit
the
balance
tee
should
of
forces.
recomCongres
less
s
of
greater and intensified efforts
the United States and
All Club on Friday evening, Deand Warsaw Pact conventional
Senator Cooper in addressing him- among
our people consider that the mend that all members take the are made by the United States.
cember 20th. Gifts were exchanged
Senator Cooper told the Commit- forces.
self to the failure of the NATO United
States
has
maintained an
among the young people, Christmas tee that the action of the Soviet
2. If the Soviets continue to main- allies of the United Statea to meet effectiv
e force in Europe since 1951,
carols were sung, and a delightful Union "must be taken as a true tain in Eastern
Europe the ten di- their strength commitments said, and has done so
even
though it was
time was had by all.
declaration of Soviet intention to re- visions it has brought
from the So- "A large proportion of the strategic engaged in a major'
war in SouthDuring the absence of the regular press liberalizing,, movements and viet Union,
and if it does not with- nuclear forces of the United States east 'Asia." "
. . . in these circumspeaker, Brother Maynard Ketron, reforms in the Warsaw Pact coun- draw substant
ial forces from are devoted to the defense of stances the United
States should
- the Thursday Night Young Men's tries if the Soviet Union determines Czechoslovakia
and the Bavarian Europe. The combined U. S. forces not be called
upon to bear the
Training Class conducted the en- it necessary to do so for its inter- 'frontier, and
if the Czech forces are in Europe alone form a more pow- major part of
the military burden
tire Sunday morning worship ser- ests. It has raised questions about considered
"reliable" and are given erful milit
. force than that of of NATO unless the
other members
vice at the Church of Christ. These future Soviet intentions toward Ro- a Warsaw
Pact mission, then it will any nation in
world except the of NATO meet the
young men did a magnificent job. mania and Yugoslavia. The inva- be necessary
requirements
for NATO to consider Soviet Union. The
led
States
has
for
conventional forces, equipment
Brother Ketron and family were sion and subsequenh declarations of adding addition
al forces to match taken steps to bring its NATO corn- and training needed
f r an effective
spending the Holidays with his policy raise questions of great con- this increase.
parents in Ohio.
cern to NATO. Has there been a
3. It is necessary for the CommitGuests in the home of Mr. and change in Soviet leadership or tee to consider
if NATO procedures
Mrs. Tom Coates and Carolyn over policy, or both, which would cause were adequat
e, either from the
the Holidays were: Jerry Coates the Soviet Union-. by design or be- viewpoint of political
assessment of
and friend, David Adams, of Fred- ca
fear, misapprehension or military intelligence of
the inva.,:trick, Maryland; Mr. and Mrs.
Walter McAlister and children of
"forth Weyvurn, Saskatchewan.
7anada, and Mr. Russell DuPoint
and son from Abilene, Texas.
The many friends of Mr. Wess
Vowell are happy to have him back
n our midst after having been hospitalized at the Volunteer Hospital,
Martin, for several (lays.
Holiday guests of Mrs. Roy Vowand Mr. and Mrs. Jim Vowel]
-and family during the holidays
were: Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Vowall and children of Louisville, Ken'ucky: Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Vowell
and family of Fulton; Mr. and Mrs.
Dawson Huddleston and son of Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. Max Cummings
and son of Lexington, Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. William Earl Long,
heir children, David and Paula,
:rom Pierce,. and Mr. and •Mrs.
:.ester Brundige from near Martin
..isited Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and
Evelyn during the Holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby McColgriell
_
if Fulton are the proud parents of
baby daughter, Melissa Gay, born
December 10th. Mrs. McConnell was
.he former Peggy Wilhaucks and is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. /thick
Wilhaucks.
Mr. and Mrs, James Wilhaucks
and sons from Louisville and Mr.
ind Mrs. Bobby McConnell and
laughters of Fulton visited their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buck Wilhaucks, during the holidays.
"PRESERVING KENTUCKY'S HERITAGE must
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Lee Parbecome the concern of every Kentuckian," said Ken:fish from Memphis and Mr. and
tucky author Jesse Stuart (right), to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Cody Fankboner of Salem,
Graham Ederton, Elizabethtown. The Kentucky
•
lilinois, visited Mr. and Mrs. Thad
Heritage Commission's fourth annual Kentucky hisParrish and sons, James, Larry and
toric homes and shrines tour visited Stuart's log
David, during the holidays.
cabin home in W Hollow, Greenup.
Mr. and Mrs: Joe Welch and
Family and Rodney LaFlamme, all
of St. Louis. and Mr. and Mrs. Jun.or Sallee from Memphis visited
Mr. Sam Welch during the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Clifton and
"Also, try to mix required courlaughter of Water Valley, Kenses with courses in the major field
ucky. Mr. and Mrs. Buford Gill and
of interest.
ion . of Centerville, Tennessee, and
Mr. arid Mrs. George Kennedy of
Martin visited Mr. and Mrs. CharPeeples is Star
'ey Gill Christmas week.
.#
• Christmas Day guests of Mrs.
A name almost synonymous with
Veneida Moss were: Mr. and Mrs.
the 1968 WKC football season is that
larold Pewitt and children of Fulof David Peeples. Tailback Peeples,
on;,Mr. airs Mrs. Pete Walker and
proudly displaying the blue-white
2hildren of Iflumboldt; Mr. and
jersey of the Fulton Bulldogs, has
Mrs.
1Ibert Markham. III. of Tiptonville;
carried the football over more terMr. and Mrs: Richard Mass and
ritory and across more goal lines
;on of Fulton; Mrs. Ava Levister of
than any other WKC high school
Martin, Mrs. Alvaleen Sallee and
:player this season, thus holding the
;on, 'Greg, Mike and Nina Rose
record for yardage and touchdowns.
N,Iriss. •
A member of the Bulldog basketVisitors in the home of Mrs. L. T.
• ball squad his freshman year and
:Faldwell during the holidays were:
now completing his- fourth year in For PEOPLE and COMM
sirs. Lucille Drumm and daughter,
UNITIES
track and football, David seems to
Sebbie. of Martin; Mr. and Mrs.
For ADVERTISERS, Too
have saved his most impressive
Aimmodore Maynard of Tampa,
...
performances for his senior year.
lorida; Misses Janine, Valerie and
Mr. Barclay
Having
boosted
the Bulldogs As a source
racy Edwards all of Gleason, and
of information and a forum
through tin undefeated
season,
From The FHS "KENNEL"
Mr. Preston Boggess of Anchorage,
David was recently voted by his for opinion,
11aska.
your newspaper
There's an old face in a new role classmates to hold
works for
the title Best
M. Preston Boggess of Anchor- around FHS this
semester. Ted Athlete of the s 'or class, which you, your family and
Age, Alaska is spending his vaca- Barclay, a 23-y
commu
nity.
As a
ear old student at he shares with senior, William
ion here visiting his children, Murray State
marketplace for products and
University, has,joined Pickard.
lrad and NMI, aid other relatives. the ranks of
service
s,
he "ferocious faculty"
your newspaper helps
Mrs. Clara Blackwtell was de- as a stude
you,
teacher. Upon graduaand
adverightfully surprised with a birthday tion, he pl ns
to be either a teach- '
tisers, too. Count on your
linner on Saturday, Dec. 28th. Mr. er or a dra s
newspaper ...
. He likes the wintnd Mrs. John Blackwell of Martin ning traditioli
Ito
get
things
ich sports at FHS
done.
ind Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Blackwell have enjoyed
down through the
ind family took food and had
a years. He dislikes Ft.eshman bpys
nost enjoyable dinner.
and mornings after Coach RobertVisitors in the home of Mr. and son loses1a basketba
ll game.
sirs. Ligon Welch during the holiHe gave thefollowing advice for
lays were: Mr. and Mrs. Harold
\mold of Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. anyone entering industrial education at Murray: "Look into the
teuben Mullins of Clinton. Kenucky; Dr. Dan Crocker and family many fields and occupations a person majoring in industrial educaFulton; Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
tion can attain with his degree.
Vayne Davis and family of Jipk- _
Many peaple-thirils-thet teething is
Tennesseei Mr. and Mrs. Lewis the
only profession for which this
)avis of Beelerton: Mr. and Mrs.%
field qualifies an individual. This is
tIvin Ferguson; Mr. and Mrs.
not true. More and more engineerFharles 'Allen and Mrs. Ethel Chaping firms are learning of the capnau of Martin.
abilities of industrial education
Mrs, Jimmie Faulkner comgraduates. There is a great need
nenced teaching the 7th and 8th for:
,designers and architects who
;rades at the Troy school on
have a background in industrial
Monday, December 30th.
education can pursue."
David Peeples
Senator John Sherman Cooper
(R-Ky.) reported on November 11,
1968, to the Military Committee of
the North Atlantic Assembly at its
annual meeting in Brussels, on the
state of the NATO Military Alliance. As the Reporter of the Military Committee of NATO Parliamentarians, he has been given the
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— ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Mine Williams

°

CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant

Christmas Day dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan were
Mr. and Mrs. Chas A. Sloan and
family of Monroe, La., Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Stubblefield and son of
Union City, and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sloan and Mr. Ruben Pruett.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson had for
their Christmas Day guests Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Woodside and son,
DeWayne, of Mt. Vernon, Ill., Mr.
and Mrs. Lemuel Simpson and daughter. Freida, and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Simpson and baby,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry and
Freddie.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Garth of
Chattanooga, Tenn., were guestg of
Miss Eva Johnson one day during
Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Albert Scearce
and family were guests of Mrs.
Mayme Scearce last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Ammons and
Sue of Memphis spent Christmas in
Murray, Ky., with Dr. and Mrs.
Ray Ammons and family., Scott,
tacy Ammons returned
Jeff
m fora short visit.
home
Mr. and
Charlie Sloan visit.With Messrs. Eula
ed in Union
Seamons and Tammie Fox of
Clarlcsdale, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Lane Wade,
Robert and Penny spent Christmas
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wade and Andy.
Mrs. James Dugan of Dyer, Ind.,
spent last week with her mother
Mrs. Maye Wall and brother, Harold Hampton.
Miss Clarice Bondurant spent
Christmas in Memphis, Tenn., with
r sister, Mrs. Kenneth Oliver.
Mrs. Oliver returned home with her
for a few days visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade and
Andy spent Tuesday night and
Wednesday in Memphis with her
mother, Mrs. Ethel Oliver and Miss
Lynette Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Keithly Cruce and
sons visited with her mother In
Ohio and his brother, Eugene Crune
in Detroit. Mich.
Thursday evening dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill.Gadberry were
THE PHILOSOPHER—
Mr. and Mrs. Chas Curtin and
(ContInu4 from , pegs rWlj
family and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
rolling out of the thresher. The Lucker Jr. and family.
We are sorry Mrs. Bessie Allen
machine made too much imise for
me to talk or to hear, but if some is a patient in Fulton Hospital. We
girls came to visit the thresher, wish her a speedy recovery. Mr.
they could not help seeing me in Michel Stayton, who is stationed in
my prominent position. Of course, Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., spent the
I would have liked to drive the holidays with his wife and daughhorses that gave power to the ter and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
thresher or, better still, to feed the Johnie Stayton.
Mr. Stephen Hutchins, son of Mr.
hopper; but these were skilled
operations, and I had to be content and Mrs. Roscoe Hutchens, Fulton,
who is in the air force in California,
to act in less dignified positions.
Mr. and
Most men who owned farms al- visited his grandparents,
last
lowed their boys or their hired Mrs. Deed Cardpell one day
hands a half hour or so to rest after week.
Mrs. Frankie McClellan is visitthey had downed a big dinner.
Some wise boys would steal out into ing her daughter, Mrs. Roy Wade.
Mrs. Lurline Cruce is visiting
the yard, lie down on the grass,
and completely relax for this half relatives in Detroit, Mich.
hour; others in spite of the heavy
toil involved in following a mule
team and plow, would wrestle or
— PIERCE STATION
play practical jokes on each other.
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
following
are
you
You see, when
jerked
be
to
likely
your team and
Here's hoping everyone had a
awry by the plow, there is little nice Christmas and will have a
time to joke and act the fool. And, good New Year.
when eating times comes on, who
There is lots of sickness around
would be so foolish as to lose time and we hope all will soon be well.
by talking, anyway? And so the
Bill Rogers is a patient in Hillonly time to be a buy of high*spirits
view Hospital the last few days. I
was this brief rest period at noon.
guess the flu bug got him. He and
Just now I stole to the bookcase Mrs. Rogers spent some time in
where are stored my falling, dusty Memphis with their daughter, Mrs.
old diaries. It must have been some Jim Campbell and Mr. campell. It's
sort of fate that directed me to pick too bad he haete_gef sick on his
up one for 1905, in which I found return. Hurry and get well, Bill.
that I had just attended, with fourMr. Clarence Roberts is on the
teen others, a log-rolling. I even sick list. Mr. and Mrs. Roberts'
gave the time we started and the Christmas guests\were their daughhour of stopping our backbreaking ter, M. 1.42_rtoii\ DeBoard and
work. But I did not set down some familf of Pikeville, Tenn.
.of the rarest unprintable tales and
Mr.J and Mrs. Jack Adams and
jokes that I acquired that very af- famify of Boonville, Ind., were
a
ternoon. When we had finished
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe
huge pile of logs, some boy would and Mrs. C. E. Lowe a while Sunrooster,
a
like
mount,:j31 __plie-row
day afternoon enroute to their home
and s. down to rest. The men and after visiting relatives in Clayton,
played
resting,
of
boys, instead
Tennessee, and Fulton, Ky.
endless jokes on some greenhorn,
Mrs. Bud Stem is still on the
felregular
a
be
to
trying
was
who
poorly list at presIlit; she is sufferler. I suspect that I bit at some ing from an infected foot. Mrs.
fake joke that afternoon, for I recall Wallace Cunningham of Paducah
a little too vividly some of the visited the area one day during the
tricks that I learned then. Anyway, holidays.
we got the logs rolled, we had a lot
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Davis of near
of good horse laughs, and I, with Troy visited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
not too much output of strength, Roberts Sunday afternoon.
got my bag of pokes and he-man
talk filled to stuffiness. "All work
ELIGIBLE FOR PENSIONS
and no play" did not make this
Jack a dull boy for that big neighand children of veterans
Widows
trade
not
borhood event; I would
that afternoon for some of the best with service after Aug. 4, 1964, are
grades I made in college, for it eligible for pensions on the same
gave me things that books cannot basis as those of veterans of World
give, that society has never proper- War I, World War II, and the
Korean Conflict.
ly evaluated.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon went
to Memphis Tuesday to visit their
son, Larry Cannon and family and
daughter, Mrs. Mary Beth Gavrock
and family. While there, Elmer was
taken ill and rushed to the Henry
County Hospital in Paris, Tenn.,
where his daughter-in-law, Mrs.
George Cannon is a nurse. He has
pneumonia and Mrs. Cannon took
sick on Thursday and was admitted
to the same hospital. Their room is
307. Mrs. Cannon has the flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins had
several friends and relatives in
their borne Saturday night for dinner and
afterward
exchanged
Christmas gifts. Everyone had a
most enjoyable evening.
Thursday Mr. and Mrs. I. M.
Jones and Mrs. N. A. Croft drove
Mr. Ivan Jones to Memphis to the
airport to return to his home in
California. Then Mr. and Mrs. Jones
and Mrs. Croft spent the night with
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Davis in Memphis.
Seems most everyone around here
had a real nice Christmas. I know
we sure did and we received a letter from our son-in-law, Carl Lewis
in Viet Nam. He said he had so
many nice cards and boxes from
relatives and friends here and they
are greatly appreciated. Thanks so
much to everyone who remembered
him.
Brother Patrick from thePrimitive Baptist Church in Martin
preached at Old Bethel Sunday
while Brother Lairmier was away
to preach two funerals.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins an
Ricky Hopkins attended the funeral
of Mr. John Hopkins in Wingo Mon
day afternoon.
Mt. Aubrey Emily has been visiting in the neighborhood the past
few days.
Mrs. Hester Bennett has been on
the sick list for a few days, but is
improving now and reports they
had a wonderful Christmas.

ee
ecu
in the New Year
'With an abiding faith in the great promise the New Year
holds, we wish for all men the peace and harmony
that comes from living under the guidance of His love.
a
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